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Target-organ specificity of autoimmunity is modified by
thymic stroma and bone marrow-derived cells
Hongwei Han
Division of Molecular Immunology, Institute for Enzyme Research, The University of Tokushima,
Tokushima, Japan
Abstract : Physical contact between thymocytes and the thymic stroma is essential for
the establishment of self-tolerance, and Aire in thymic epithelial cells plays an important role in this action. As expected, the autoimmune phenotypes of Aire-deficient mice
are thymic stroma-dependent. Interestingly, the spectrum of the organs involved differs
depending on the genetic background of non-autoimmune-prone mouse strains. Furthermore, deficiency of Aire in an autoimmune-prone strain of NOD also modifies targetcell specificity in the pancreas. In order to clarify the factors that regulate target-organ
specificity in Aire-dependent autoimmunity, I have generated both thymic and bonemarrow chimeras, making it possible to evaluate the contribution of thymic stroma and
bone-marrow-derived cells to this pathogenic process. The findings suggested that the
genetic background of bone-marrow-derived cells contributes to the strain-dependent
target-organ specificity of non-autoimmune-prone strains. Furthermore, in a study using NOD mice with a fixed genetic background, thymic stromal cells but not bonemarrow-derived cells were found to be relevant to the Aire-dependent alteration of targetcell specificity in the pancreas. These results clearly underscore the significance of immunological and/or genetic complexity that underlies Aire-deficiency monogenic disease together with critical dialogue between thymic stroma and bone-marrow-derived
cells in the organized thymic microenvironment. J. Med. Invest. 54 : 54-64, February, 2007
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INTRODUCTION
Autoimmune disease is a pathological condition
in which the immune system turns on itself and
causes serious damage to host tissues through as
yet unknown mechanisms (1). Breakdown of selftolerance is considered to be the key event in initiating the disease process, and an understanding of
the pathogenesis involved is crucial for developing
a suitable therapeutic approach. Although it is now
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widely accepted that physical contact between thymocytes and the thymic stroma is essential for establishment of self-tolerance (2), the stromal elements that control these processes still remain elusive. Obviously, one of the critical roles of the
thymic stroma in establishing self-tolerance is the
elimination of pathogenic autoreactive T cells by
negative selection (3). Thus, central tolerance is induced in the thymus, where developing thymocytes that recognize self-peptide-major histocompatibility complex (MHC) complexes with excessively high affinity are deleted ; T-cell development
is a highly coordinated process that depends on interactions between thymocytes, thymic epithelium,
and bone marrow (BM)-derived dendritic cells (DC).
For decades, immunologists have tried to underThe Journal of Medical Investigation Vol. 54 2007
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stand the roles of thymic epithelial cells (TEC) and
BM-derived cells in this process (4). For negative
selection, TECs, the key component of the thymic
stroma, need to express a set of self-antigens (Ag)
encompassing all the self-Ags expressed by parenchymal organs, a phenomenon termed promiscuous gene expression (PGE) (5, 6). Supporting this
hypothesis, analysis of gene expression in the thymic stroma has demonstrated that epithelial cells
of the medulla are a specialized cell type in which
promiscuous expression of a broad range of tissuerestricted Ag (TRA) genes is an autonomous property (2, 5, 6).
Mutation of the autoimmune regulator (AIRE )
gene is responsible for the development of an
organ-specific autoimmune disease (autoimmune
polyendocrinopathy-candidiasis-ectodermal dystrophy ; APECED) that demonstrates monogenic autosomal recessive inheritance (7, 8). Because AIRE is
predominantly expressed by TECs of the medulla
(mTEC) (9), understanding the relationship between AIRE gene malfunction and the breakdown
of self-tolerance promises to help unravel the pathogenesis of not only APECED, but also other types
of autoimmune disease. As expected, deletion of
the Aire gene in mice results in the development
of organ-specific autoimmune disease, although
there are differences in target-organ specificity between human patients and Aire-deficient mice (1012). Interestingly, Aire-deficient TECs show reduced transcription of a group of genes encoding
peripheral Ags (11-13). Based on this finding, it is
reasonable to speculate that pathogenic autoreactive T cells escape negative selection because of
reduced expression of the corresponding target Ags
in the Aire-deficient thymus (11, 14). However, other
mechanisms of Aire-dependent tolerance also remain possible. Indeed, subsequent studies have
demonstrated that Aire-deficient mice develop autoimmunity against transcriptionally unrepressed target Ags in the thymus (12, 15, 16), and suggested
that Aire might additionally regulate the processing and/or presentation of self-proteins so that maturing T cells can recognize self-Ags in a form capable of efficiently triggering autoreactive T cells.
An important aspect of the study of autoimmune
disease is target-organ specificity. For example, βcell islets are the predominant target of autoimmune attack in NOD mice, although the exact
molecule(s) recognized by autoreactive T cells is
still debatable (17). Similarly, autoimmune attack
was found to be confined mostly to the exocrine or-
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gans, such as salivary and lacrimal glands, in our Airedeficient mice. Interestingly, however, additional development of gastritis was observed in Aire-deficient
mice of the BALB/c strain but not of the C57BL/6
(B6) strain (12). Thus, the genetic background of
mice seems to predispose them to autoimmune diseases by influencing the pattern of the organs targeted and the disease severity. Furthermore, in Airedeficient mice with a NOD background, acinar cells
rather than β-cell islets are the major targets of autoimmune destruction (16), suggesting that Aire is also
a strong modifier of target-organ specificity on a
fixed genetic background, at least in NOD mice (18).
In order to gain further insights into the contribution of Aire to the establishment of central tolerance, as well as the pathogenic roles of Aire in regulating target-organ specificity, I have investigated
how Aire-dependent target-organ specificity is affected by differences in the genetic background of
mice. In this study, I have focused especially on
the relationship between thymic stromal cells and
BM-derived cells, such as DCs, in the control of
target-organ specificity, because DCs in the thymus
also play important roles in the establishment of
self-tolerance (19). Results of thymic graft and BM
transfer experiments demonstrated some of the
unique features of Aire as well as the significance
of cross-talk between the thymic stroma and BMderived cells in the thymic microenvironment, which
may help to clarify the cellular basis for the establishment of self-tolerance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice
C57BL/6J, BALB/c, athymic nude (nu/nu) mice
on a C57BL/6J and BALB/c background, and NOD/
Shi Jic mice were purchased from CLEA Japan, and
Rag2-deficient mice on a BALB/c background were
purchased from Taconic. Aire-deficient mice were
generated as reported previously (12), and backcrossed onto either the B6, BALB/c (12) or NOD
strain (16) for more than 6 to 8 generations. The
mice were maintained under pathogen-free conditions, and handled in accordance with the Guidelines for Animal Experimentation of Tokushima
University School of Medicine.

Thymus graft
Thymus grafting was performed as described previously (20). Briefly, thymic lobes were isolated
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from embryos at 14.5 days postcoitus, and cultured
for 4 days on Nuclepore filters (Whatman) placed
on RPMI 1640 medium (Invitrogen) supplemented
with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen), 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin,
100 μg/ml streptomycin and 50 μM 2-ME, hereafter referred to as R10, containing 1.35 mM 2’deoxyguanosine (2-DG) (Sigma-Aldrich). During
the course of this culture, thymocytes which are sensitive to 2-DG are eliminated from the fetal thymus, leaving behind only the 2-DG-resistant stromal
cells. Five pieces of thymic lobes were grafted under
the renal capsule of nude mice. After 6 to 8 weeks,
reconstitution of peripheral T cells was determined
by flow-cytometric analysis (BD Bioscience) with
anti-CD4 (clone GK1.5 ; BD PharMingen) and antiCD8 (clone 53-6.7 ; BD Bioscience) monoclonal antibodies, and then thymic chimeras were used for
analysis.

BM transfer
BM transfer was performed as described previously (21). In brief, BM cells were suspended in R
10 medium containing anti-CD90 (Thy 1.2) monoclonal antibody (clone 5a-8 ; Cedarlane Laboratories) plus low-toxicity rabbit complement (Cedarlane Laboratories) to eliminate T cells, thereby minimizing any graft versus host reactions. After incubation at 37 ℃ for 45 min, the cells were washed
twice and adjusted to 3 x 107 viable cells/ml in R
10. Each recipient mouse was lethally irradiated
(10 Gy) and treated with 0.5 ml of donor BM cells
i.v. on the same day. The recipient mice were used
for analysis 12 weeks after BM transfer.

Pathology
Formalin-fixed tissue sections were subjected to
H&E staining. Histological changes were scored
as 0 (no change), 1 (mild lymphoid cell infiltration) or 2 (marked lymphoid cell infiltration).

Detection of autoantibody
For detection of autoantibodies, mouse serum
was incubated with various organs obtained from
Rag2-deficient mice. FITC-conjugated anti-mouse
IgG antibody (Southern Biotechnology Associates)
was used for detection, and autoantibody titers were
scored as 0 (negative), 1 (moderate) or 2 (strong).
Scoring for both histological evaluations and detection of autoantibodies was performed in a blind
manner.

Flow-cytometric analysis
Spleen cell suspensions were prepared by teasing the tissues apart between two frosted microscope slides. The suspensions were depleted of
RBC by osmotic lysis, and the cells were stained
with monoclonal antibodies. Anti-Foxp3 monoclonal antibody was from eBioscience. The cells were
analyzed using a FACScaliber flow cytometer (BD
Bioscience) with CELLQuest software, as described
previously (21).

RESULTS
Pathological changes in thymic chimeras
Although APECED is a monogenic disorder, it
has been postulated that there should be additional
factor(s) that determine the clinical features of the
disease, such as the spectrum of affected organs (7,
8, 22). Indeed, we found that Aire-deficient BALB/
c mice demonstrated gastritis in addition to infiltration of many lymphoid cells in the salivary glands,
a feature that has not been observed in Aire-deficient
B6 mice (12). Although this result clearly indicated a strain-dependent target-organ specificity of
the autoimmune disease caused by Aire deficiency,
contribution of thymic stromal cells versus BMderived cells on different genetic backgrounds to
this pathologic process was not demonstrated. To
investigate the impact of the strain-dependent thymic microenvironment that contributes to targetorgan specificity, I generated thymic chimeras. 2DG-treated embryonic thymic lobes either from Airedeficient B6 mice or Aire-deficient BALB/c mice
were prepared, and then grafted under the renal
capsule of nude mice of either a B6 or BALB/c
background. Thymus grafting of all the four combinations (i.e, B6 onto B6, BALB/c onto B6, B6
onto BALB/c, and BALB/c onto BALB/c) irrespective of the genotypes induced peripheral T
cell maturation in recipient nude mice to a similar
extent ; CD4+ T cells plus CD8+ T cells in the spleen
from chimeric mice were 17.9 ± 3.0% in B6 Airesufficient thymus onto B6 ; 17.2 ± 3.0% in B6 Airedeficient thymus onto B6 ; 12.7 ± 1.8% in BALB/c
Aire-sufficient thymus onto B6 ; 18.5 ± 5.2% in BALB/
c Aire-deficient thymus onto B6 ; 15.4 ± 4.8% in B6
Aire-sufficient thymus onto BALB/c ; 12.2 ± 1.6% in
B6 Aire-deficient thymus onto BALB/c ; 12.9 ± 2.5%
in BALB/c Aire-sufficient thymus onto BALB/c ;
13.3 ± 3.0% in BALB/c Aire-deficient thymus onto
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BALB/c ; 2.7 ± 0.3% in untreated BALB/c nude
mice. It is important to note that the mature T cells
produced de novo, as well as the DCs in the thymus, originated from the recipient nude mouse BM.
As expected, grafting of wild-type B6 thymus onto
either B6 or BALB/c nude mice produced no evident pathological changes in the liver, pancreas or
stomach (Fig. 1A). In contrast, grafting of Airedeficient B6 mouse thymus onto both B6 and BALB/
c nude mice induced various degrees of pathological
change in these organs ; lymphoid cell infiltration
was observed mainly in the portal area of the liver,
in the interlobular periductal and perivascular areas
near pancreatic islets, and in the gastric mucosa
(Figs. 1A and 1B). Stomach lesions of BALB/c
nude mice grafted with Aire-deficient B6 mouse
thymus were only slightly more severe than those in
B6 nude mice grafted with the same Aire-deficient
B6 mouse thymus (5 out of 6 versus 2 out of 4, all
with grade 1). When BALB/c mice were used as the
donor strain, even grafting of Aire-sufficient thymus
induced some degrees of lymphoid cell infiltration
in organs of both B6 and BALB/c nude mice, as we
had observed previously (12). As expected, however, grafting of Aire-deficient BALB/c mouse thyA
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mus clearly produced more severe and frequent
pathological changes in all organs compared with
grafting of Aire-sufficient BALB/c mouse thymus.
Strains of the recipient nude mice, irrespective of
whether they had a B6 or BALB/c background, did
not show any significant difference in the stomach
lesions. Furthermore, grafting of Aire-deficient B6
mouse thymus into BALB/c nude mice resulted in
stomach lesions similar in severity to those in B6 or
BALB/c nude mice grafted with Aire-deficient BALB/
c mouse thymus. Thus, although thymus graft experiments clearly demonstrated the impact of Aire in
the thymic stroma, my attempt to specify the staindependent components (i.e., thymic stroma from the
donor and/or BM-derived cells from the recipient)
responsible for the development of BALB/c-dependent
gastritis was not sufficiently achieved by histological
evaluation alone.

Autoantibody production in thymic chimeras
Since it was clarified that histological evaluation
of thymic chimeras alone does not necessarily indicate the components of the stomach lesions observed predominantly in untreated Aire-deficient
mice of a BALB/c, but not a B6, background (and
B

Fig. 1. Histological evaluation of pathological changes in organs from thymic chimeras.
A. Thymic chimeras were generated using donor and recipient mice with different combinations of genetic background. Histological changes in H&E-stained tissue sections were scored as 0 (none), 1 (moderate) or 2 (strong). One mark corresponds to one
mouse analyzed.
B. Representative pathological changes in the liver (A and D), pancreas (B and E) and stomach (C and F) from thymic chimeras
generated with Aire-deficient embryonic thymus (D to F). Such changes were scarcely observed in mice bearing Aire-sufficient embryonic thymus grafts (A to C). Original magnification, x100.
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in fact, half of the B6 nude mice − even those with
Aire-deficient B6 mouse thymus grafts − showed
stomach lesions to some extent), I then investigated
the target-organ specificity of autoantibodies produced in the chimeric animals. Indeed, we had previously observed the production of autoantibodies
against gastric mucosa in Aire-deficient mice of a
BALB/c, but not of a B6, background, supporting
the finding of strain-dependent gastritis (12).
As observed for pathological changes, grafting
of Aire-sufficient B6 thymus into either B6 or BALB/
c nude mice resulted in no production of autoantibodies against liver, pancreas or stomach, except in
two BALB/c nude mice : one against pancreas and
the other against stomach, the titers being low in
both cases (Fig. 2A). In contrast, grafting of Airedeficient B6 mouse thymus into both B6 and BALB/
c nude mice raised various degrees of autoantibody
production against these organs (Figs. 2A and 2B).
It is important to note that BALB/c nude mice with
thymus grafts from Aire-deficient B6 mice showed
much more frequent and higher titers of autoantibody production against stomach than B6 nude mice
A

bearing the same grafts. Grafting of Aire-deficient
BALB/c mouse thymus into B6 nude mice resulted
in similar degrees of autoantibody production to
those in B6 nude mice bearing thymus grafts from
Aire-deficient B6 mice. When BALB/c nude mice
were used as the recipients, grafting of Aire-sufficient
thymus from mice of either a B6 or BALB/c background resulted in some degree of autoantibody
production in several mice. BALB/c nude mice
bearing thymus grafts from Aire-deficient mice of
either a B6 or BALB/c background produced much
higher titers of autoantibodies, especially against
the stomach, than B6 nude mice bearing the same
set of Aire-deficient mouse thymus grafts. However,
the thymus donor strains, irrespective of whether
the background was B6 or BALB/c, showed no significant difference in the magnitude, frequency or
spectrum of autoantibody production, including that
against the stomach. Thus, the recipient strain of
mouse (which provides BM-derived cells including DCs in the thymus), rather than the donor strain
of thymic stroma, appears to play a critical role in the
stain-dependent target-organ specificity of antibody
B

Fig. 2. Production of autoantibodies in thymic chimeras.
A. Autoantibody production against various organs detected by immunofluorescence was scored as 0 (none), 1 (moderate) or 2
(strong). High frequencies of autoantibodies against stomach tissue were observed when the recipient nude mice had a BALB/c
background compared with when the recipients had a B6 background, irrespective of the donor strain. One mark corresponds to
one mouse analyzed.
B. Serum from thymic chimeras generated with Aire-deficient embryonic thymus contained IgG class autoantibodies against liver
(D), pancreas (E) and stomach (F) detected by immunofluorescence. Such autoantibody production was scarcely detected in mice
bearing Aire-sufficient embryonic thymus grafts (A to C). The results from thymic chimeras with Aire-sufficient thymus (A to C) and
Aire-deficient thymus (D to F) demonstrated were scored as 0 and 2, respectively. Original magnification, x40.
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production caused by Aire deficiency.

Impact of Aire deficiency in thymic stroma on altered intra-pancreatic target-cell specificity in NOD
mice lacking Aire
We have recently demonstrated that acinar cells
rather than β-cell islets are the major targets of
autoimmune destruction in Aire-deficient mice on
a NOD background (16). However, it is not yet
clear whether this Aire-dependent alteration of
intra-pancreatic target-cell specificity is totally dependent on Aire in the thymic stroma. It is possible that BM-derived cells might also be relevant in
this respect, as suggested by the results described
above. Consistent with this idea, it has been suggested that Aire in DCs is involved in the establishment of self-tolerance (23). In order to investigate this issue, I have generated thymic chimeras
using Aire-deficient NOD mice as donors and
BALB/c nude mice as recipients, and examined
the pathological changes as well as the autoantibody production in these animals (Table 1). Grafting of Aire-sufficient NOD mouse thymus induced
lymphoid cell infiltration in the liver, pancreas and
stomach to some degree (Fig. 3A). Notably, production of autoantibodies in these mice was more
profound than that resulting from grafting of Airesufficient thymus from mice with a B6 or BALB/c
background (compare with Fig. 2A), suggesting
that the thymic stroma of NOD mice may have
characteristics conducive to autoimmune induction.
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When thymus grafts from Aire-deficient NOD mice
were used, all the recipient mice showed pathological changes in all organs examined (Fig. 3A).
Remarkably, acinar cells rather than β-cell islets
were the major targets of autoimmune destruction
in those mice, as was the case in untreated Airedeficient NOD mice (Table 1 and Fig. 3B). This
result suggests that Aire-deficient thymic stroma
largely accounts for the alteration of intra-pancreatic
target-cell specificity observed in untreated Airedependent NOD mice. None of the mice examined
showed signs of development of overt diabetes
during the course of observation for up to 5 months
(unpublished observation). There was no difference between thymic chimeras generated with Airesufficient thymus and Aire-deficient thymus in the
amount of CD4+Foxp3+ immunoregulatory T cells
(Treg) (24) in the spleen (Table 1).

No major contribution of Aire deficiency in BMderived cells to altered intra-pancreatic target-cell
specificity in NOD mice lacking Aire
The results obtained from the above experiments suggested that Aire in the thymic stroma
plays a major role in the unique feature of autoimmune pathogenesis observed in NOD mice lacking Aire. In order to further confirm this finding, I
performed a BM transfer experiment in which BM
cells harvested from either Aire-deficient NOD
mice or Aire-sufficient littermates were transferred
to lethally irradiated Aire-wild-type NOD mice.

Table 1. Thymic chimeras generated with NOD embryonic thymus
Genotypes of

Histological changes in

donor mice

pancreas

CD4+ + CD8+ (%)

CD4+Foxp3+ (%)

Grade/Target tissue
+/-

1 / islet

11.9

N.D.

+/-

0 / N.A.

21.9

3.21

+/-

0 / N.A.

25.0

3.56

+/-

0 / N.A.*

24.9

4.53

+/-

0 / N.A.

-/-

1 / acinus ≧ islet

22.8

N.D.

21.3 ± 5.4

3.77 ± 0.68

18.2

3.11

-/-

1 / acinus >> islet

18.5

2.36

-/-

2 / acinus >> islet**

27.0

7.78

-/-

2 / acinus >> islet

17.3

N.D.

20.3 ± 4.5

4.42 ± 2.94

N.A., not assessed.
N.D., not determined.
*, **, histology of these individual mice is shown in Fig. 3B.
Degrees of predominance of target-tissue destruction (i.e., islet or acinus) are expressed as ≧ or >>.
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A

B

Fig. 3. Pathological changes in thymic chimeras generated
with Aire-deficient NOD mouse thymus.

A. Histological changes and autoantibody production in thymic chimeras generated with Aire-sufficient or Aire-deficient
NOD embryonic thymus were scored as in Figs. 1 and 2. One
mark corresponds to one mouse analyzed.
B. Representative pathological changes in the pancreas from
thymic chimeras generated with Aire-sufficient NOD embryonic thymus (A) or Aire-deficient NOD embryonic thymus (B).
Original magnification, x100.

Histological examination of BM-chimeras revealed
that NOD mice that had received both Aire-deficient
NOD mouse BM and Aire-sufficient littermate BM
(2 mice for each group) showed similar degrees of
peri-insulitis in the pancreas, which is a common
pathological change seen in wild-type NOD mice
before the onset of overt diabetes ; no acinar cell
destruction was observed in recipient mice that
had received BM grafts from Aire-deficient NOD
mice (data not shown). None of the mice had developed overt diabetes by 12 weeks after BM transfer. Thus, Aire in BM-derived cells plays little part,
if any, in determining the unique Aire-dependent
intra-pancreatic target-cell specificity observed in
NOD mice from this limited numbers of the analysis.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, I examined the factors that
modify the target-organ specificity of autoimmune
disease seen in Aire-deficient mice with the use of
two different models through the generation of thymic chimeras. The first model involved strain
(BALB/c but not B6)-dependent development of gastritis (12), and the second involved Aire-dependent
alteration of intra-pancreatic target-cell specificity
in NOD mice (16). The former model suggested a
role of BM-derived cells, whereas the latter suggested that BM-derived cells had little involvement. However, it is important to emphasize that
these findings are never mutually exclusive. In the
first model, mice with different combinations of
genetic background were used as both thymus
donors and recipients ; Ag-presenting cells such as
DCs (i.e., BM-derived cells) originate from recipient mice harboring wild-type Aire, if expressed,
irrespective of the strain. Therefore, only the difference in genetic background of both TECs and
BM-derived cells is the factor that affects the outcome in this model of thymic-stroma-dependent
autoimmunity caused by lack of Aire. In contrast,
the latter model involved the use of thymic stroma
from mice with a fixed NOD genetic background,
as well as recipient nude mice with a fixed BALB/
c genetic background possessing wild-type Aire in
BM-derived cells, if expressed. Thus, the results
obtained with the second model depended only on
the presence or absence of Aire in mTECs. In this
regard, it is also important to mention that the recipient nude mice of the BALB/c strain that provide
the BM-derived cells are not autoimmune-prone, and
this may have explained the failure to completely reconstitute the autoimmune pathogenesis in Airedeficient NOD mice in the thymic chimeras I generated.
Although histological examination of thymic chimeras alone did not successfully indicate the population (thymic stroma versus BM-derived cells) that
is critical for the strain-dependent development of
gastritis in the first model, together with the evaluation of autoantibody production in these mice, it
was evident that BM-derived cells contributed to
this process. Given that BM-derived cells in the
thymus can present self-Ags derived from mTECs
to developing T cells (19), it is possible that the
spectrum and/or doses of self-Ags presented by
DCs in the thymus might differ between the B6
and BALB/c strains. For this scenario, I assume
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that a strain-dependent negative selection niche in
the thymic microenvironment might play a role in
strain-dependent target-organ specificity. However,
it is also possible that differences in the features of
Th1 versus Th2 balance in peripheral effector T
cells between mice of different genetic background
(25) might account for the preferential development of gastritis in Aire-deficient BALB/c mice.
Thus, although AIRE deficiency is a monogenic disease, it is essential to understand the immunological
and/or genetic complexity that underlies the disorder, as this would yield important insights into
the broad spectrum of the APECED phenotype (9).
I have utilized nude mice reconstituted with a
fully allogeneic thymus graft for the assessment of
the roles of thymic stroma versus BM-derived cells
in determining target-organ specificity of autoimmune disease. Whether the autoreactive T cells developed in the hosts were donor (thymic stroma)restricted or host (BM-derived)-restricted was not
addressed in my study. It is widely accepted that
the MHC of radio-resistant cells of the thymus (presumably TECs) selects the T cell repertoire based on
a series of classical irradiation BM and thymus chimera experiments (26). Also, injection of allogeneic
fibroblasts (27, 28) or TECs (29) into the thymus
of mice and fetal thymus organ culture experiments
(30) indicated positive selection of thymocytes restricted to the MHC of these cells. However, studies with allogeneic thymus graft, like employed in
the present study, showed almost exclusive restriction to nude (BM-derived) MHC alone (31), although
the studies were not accepted completely because
of suspected rescue of nude thymic rudiment. This
issue was later approached with the generation of
tetraparental aggregation chimeras from thymusdeficient nude mice and Rag-deficient mice devoid
of mature T and B cells, and suggested that MHC
of non-TECs (BM-derived cells) efficiently selects a
functional repertoire (32). More recently, tetraparental aggregation chimeras lacking MHC class II
or both MHC I and II molecules on TECs, but not
on cells of nude origin were generated, which furthermore demonstrated that chimeras with MHCdeficient TECs mounted functional virus-specific
CD8+ but not CD4+ T cell responses. Thus, maturation of functional CD4+ T cell responses require
MHC class II on TECs, whereas CD8+ T cells mature in the absence of MHC on TECs (33). In this
regard, if autoreactive CD8+ T cells were developed
under the host-restriction in the thymic chimeras I
have generated, it suggests an intriguing mecha-
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nism for the Aire-dependent T-cell repertoire (negative selection) formation ; Aire expressed on TECs
act on BM-derived cells “in trans” as an important
factor in organizing the “negative selection niche”
in the thymus. Further experiments are required
to approach this issue.
It is still unclear whether Aire itself in BMderived cells, particularly DCs, is involved in the
pathogenic process of autoimmunity. One report
has demonstrated that Aire-deficient DCs activate
naive T cells more efficiently than Aire-sufficient
DCs, implying a role for Aire in peripheral DC
regulation of T-cell activation (23). Furthermore, it
has been demonstrated that AIRE expression is
induced in human blood CD11c+ DCs by thymic
stromal lymphopoietin (TSLP) (34), although the
functional significance of this for self-Ag expression and T-cell repertoire selection in vivo remains
unknown. In contrast to reports on the roles of
Aire in the periphery, experiments with BM transfer together with thymus grafting have suggested
that Aire in the thymic stroma is necessary and
sufficient for the induction of Aire-dependent autoimmunity ((11) and this study, at least for alteration of intra-pancreatic target-cell specificity in NOD
mice). However, this does not imply that BM-derived
cells in the thymus are not relevant to the establishment of self-tolerance, as already discussed above.
Because both Aire-dependent and Aire-independent
self-Ags expressed by thymic stromal cells could
be transferred to the BM-derived cells for efficient
elimination of autoreactive T cells (19), and this process might take place irrespective of the Aire expression by BM-derived cells, I assume that BMderived cells in the thymus are the important components for self-Ag expression in the thymus beyond expression and/or the function of Aire in BMderived cells, part of which was demonstrated by
the present study. Definitively, more comprehensive studies focusing on the roles of BM-derived cells
in the organization of thymic microenvironment are
necessary in the future, for instance, with the use
of BM cells defective for Ag presentation.
We and others have demonstrated that Aire has
no major impact on the production and/or function of Tregs in both non-autoimmune-prone and
autoimmune-prone strains of mice (12, 14-16). With
the use of thymic chimeras, I also demonstrated
that production of Tregs assessed by detection of
Foxp3-expressing cells was not affected by absence of Aire in the thymic stroma (Table 1). Given
that Tregs arise from relatively high-avidity inter-
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actions with self-peptide-MHC complexes just below the threshold for negative selection (24, 35, 36),
it is somewhat unexpected that Aire deficiency has
no major impact on the production or suppressive
function of Tregs. This issue, however, needs to
be further investigated using different models of
Treg-dependent autoimmunity, because most analyses of Tregs carried out so far have been quantitative rather than qualitative.
Although many studies have suggested that defective central tolerance in NOD mice is caused
primarily by an intrinsic defect of apoptosis in NOD
thymocytes during negative selection (37-39), one
study has found that grafting of embryonic thymus
from NOD mice into B6 nude mice resulted in the
development of peri-insulitis and insulitis in approximately one third of the recipient mice, albeit
without development of overt diabetes (40). In the
present study, only one out of five thymic chimeras generated with Aire-wild-type NOD thymus developed mild insulitis, and none of them developed
diabetes during the course of observation for up to
5 months (Table 1). However, I noticed a higher
frequency of autoantibody production in these mice
compared with the thymic chimeras generated using
Aire-sufficient B6 or BALB/c thymus, suggesting
that NOD mice have an intrinsic defect of the thymic stroma. A propensity of the NOD thymic stroma
to autoimmunity was also suggested by exaggerated acinar cell destruction in the thymic chimeras,
which was never evident in other thymic chimeras
generated from Aire-deficient non-autoimmune-prone
strains (Fig. 3B). The exact nature of the thymic
stromal defect in NOD mice would be an interesting issue to pursue in future studies.
Finally, I would like to address a simple but fundamental question about the roles of Aire in the
establishment of self-tolerance. Because initial studies suggested that Aire is a transcriptional regulator of self-Ag expression, it was hypothesized that
Aire is required by particular type(s) of mTECs in
order for them to exert their tolerogenic function.
This model hypothesizes that Aire-positive cells
are specialized cell type(s) that have unique ability
to express a broad range of self-Ags (i.e., PGE).
The model also assumes that mTECs eventually
gain properties of PGE by becoming differentiated
(terminal differentiation model) (13). One potential problem of this model is that it remains to be
demonstrated whether Aire-positive cells are the
major source of PGE from mTECs per se. In this
regard, a recent single-cell analysis has demon-

strated that, to the contrary, expression of Aire in
a mTEC is not sufficient for simultaneous coexpression of Aire-dependent TRA genes (41). In
contrast to the terminal differentiation model, the
alternative model suggests that Aire is an important differentiation factor that determines the fate
of immature mTECs (developmental model) (42).
As a result, Aire expression does not have to guarantee the PGE, as described above (41). In the developmental model, expression of a broad spectrum of TRA genes is considered to be regulated
by conserved developmental programs active in
developing mTECs. Thus, in the near future, it will
be necessary to clarify whether Aire is necessary
within particular type(s) of mTECs (favoring the
terminal differentiation model) or whether Aireexpressing cells are required for organization of
the thymic microenvironment (favoring the developmental model). In order to do this, we will need
to establish specific markers of cells other than
those with Aire expression that would make it
possible to monitor the developmental process of
Aire-bearing cells.
In conclusion, I have demonstrated that Aire is
not only critical for the establishment and maintenance of self-tolerance in the thymic stroma but
also a strong modifier of the spectrum of autoimmune disease, as exemplified by the unique intrapancreatic target-cell specificity observed in thymic chimeras generated from the autoimmuneprone NOD mouse strain. Furthermore, straindependent target-organ specificity in Aire-deficient
non-autoimmune-prone strains underscored the significance of BM-derived cells for the control of Tcell repertoire formation. Future studies will be
needed to clarify the molecular mechanisms by
which Aire contributes to these fundamental processes, hopefully leading to complete understanding of the self versus non-self discrimination mechanism of the immune system.
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